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51. INTRODUCTION 
FOR A simply-connected topological space, Y, the rational homotopy of Y is just 
P*(Y) @ Q. If Y is not simply-connected, then the situation is obfuscated by the need 
to interpret r,(X) @ Q. In such a situation, it is often more convenient to work 
instead with the pseudo-dual rational homotopy of Y, II$( Y), which is defined to be 
the indecomposable quotient of the Sullivan-de Rham minimal model of Y [2,6,93. If 
Y is simply-connected, or, more generally, nilpotent, then the relation between II*,(Y) 
and r*(Y) @ Q is excellent. (See 83, below, for detailed references). If dim&$(Y) is 
finite, then we may define the Euler homotopy characteristic of Y to be x7r( Y) = 
i (- 1)” dim&“(Y). If Y is simply-connected, and if XT(Y) is defined, then 
II-1 
xv(Y) = g (- 1)” dimo(r,( Y) @ Q). The following theorem is a consequence of the 
n=2 
main result of this paper (Theorem 3.3). 
THEOREM. If a torus T acts locally smoothly (that is, with linear slices) on a 
compact topological manifold, X, if the fixed point set XT is non-empty, if F is a 
component of XT, and if ,&X) is defined, then xv(F) is defined, and 
XT(F) = XT(X). 
Clearly, a smooth action on a smooth manifold is locally smooth. 
In addition to this result, we obtain some inequalities relating II*,(F) to II*,(X). 
These include a generalization of Bredon’s inequalities obtained in [3]. 
02. SOME HOMOTOPICAL ALGEBRA 
Throughout this section K will denote an overring of the rational numbers. 
Definitions 2.1. (i) An associative K-algebra with identity, A, is said to be ZZ- 
graded if A is the direct sum of two K-modules, A0 and A’, with A”AoC A’, 
A’A’ C A’, A’A’C A’, and A’A’ C A’. 
(ii) A Zz-graded K-algebra is said to be commutative if, as usual, xy = (- l)“‘yx, 
whenever x E AP, and y E Aq. 
(iii) A differential Zz-graded K-algebra is a Z1-graded algebra, A, with K-module 
homomorphisms do: A’* A’, d’: A’ + A’, both usually denoted by d, such that d’d’ = 
d’d’ = 0, and such that d(xy) = dx - y + (- l)px * dy, for x E AP, as usual. 
(iv) The morphisms of differential Z2-graded K-algebras are the obvious (degree 
zero) homomorphisms. An augmentation of a differential Zz-graded K-algebra, A, is a 
morphism E: A + K, where K is concentrated in degree zero with trivial differential. 
Giiren such an augmentation, the augmentation ideal, ker E, will be denoted by A. 
For the remainder of this paper ‘differential Zz-graded K-algebra’ will be ab- 
breviated to ‘D2GA’. 
Definitions 2.2. (i) If U is a Z1-graded free K-module, then S(U) will denote the 
free commutative Zz-graded K-algebra generated by U. Thus S(U) = K[ U”J @ A( U’), 
the polynomials on a basis of U” tensored with the exterior K-algebra’ of U’. (Tensor 
products of K-algebras are over K, unless otherwise indicated.) 
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(ii) A DZGA, C, will be called a KSDZGA if there exists a Zz-graded free 
K-module, U, having a basis {x,: a E Sp}, indexed by a well-ordered set Sp, such that 
C = S(U); and, for any a E Ss, dx, is a function of the generators x, with /3 < a. 
(KS stands for Koszul-Sullivan, as in [7]). 
(iii) If A is an augmented D2GA, then the indecomposable quotient, QA = 
A/A * A, inherits a differential from A: let 7rA denote the homology of QA with 
respect to this differential. 
If f: A + B is a morphism of D2GA’s, then, on passing to homology, f induces a 
morphism of Zz-graded K-algebras f*: HA + HB. If, in addition, A and B are 
augmented and f is augmentation preserving, then f induces a morphism of Z2-graded 
K-modules, f#: nA + rB. 
(iv) If A is an augmented DZGA, set A’ = K @ K + A @ T, where T = S(U), 
where U = Uo+ U’ is the Zz-graded free K-module with single generators s in degree 
0 and f in degree 1, with a differential given by ds = t. Two augmentation preserving 
morphisms of augmented D2GA’s, f, g: A + B, will be said to be homotopic, f = g, if 
there exists a morphism H: A + B’, such that do&f = f and diH = g, where di: B’+ B, 
i = 0, 1, are the morphisms given by di(S) = i, i = 0, 1. 
By analogy with a result of [9], we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Zf f: A + B is an augmentation preserving morphism of aug- 
mented KSD2GA’s, such that f*: HA + HB is an isomo?phism, then there exists an 
augmentation preserving morphism g: B + A such that fg = ids. (Zn fact g can be 
chosen so that gf = idA also, but we shall not need this.) 
Proof. Let {x~: 0: E d} be a well-ordered generating set for B, as in Definitions 
2.2(ii). Without loss of generality each x, E B. Let 0 E Sp be the first element; then 
dxo = 0 in B. Hence there exists a cycle a E A, such that f(a) = x0+ db, for some 
b E B. Set g(xo) = a, and H(xo) = x0+ db @ s + (- l)degbb @ t, where b has been 
chosen to lie in B. 
Now suppose that g and H have been extended to B,, the subalgebra of B 
generated by {x8: p c a}. Let 
H(dx,) = dx, + uIs +. - - + u,s” + (vo+ vIs + - . . + v.s”)t, 
where Ui, vi E B, 1 I i I n, and where we have omitted the tensor product symbol for 
simplicity. (Note that H(dx,) is defined, since dx, E B,.) dx, + UI + - * * + u. = fg(dx,). 
Since dH(dx,) = 0, it follows that dvj-1 = - (- l)degu~jujr for j 2 1. Thus 
H(dx,) = dx, + d k$o (- Ddegq & v,sk+l>. 
( 
Let 
2=x,+ (- l)dcg “’& vk. 
Then 
dz = fg(dx,). 
Since f* is an isomorphism, and g(dx,) is a cycle in A, it follows that there exists 
y, E A such that dy, = g(dx,). So z - f(y,) is a cycle in B; and hence there exists a 
cycle c, E A, and an element w E I?, such that f(c,) = I - f(y,) + dw. 
Now set g(x=) = y, + c,, and 
H(x,) = x, + 1, (- l)deg”k & t&Sk+’  dws + (- l)d=g “wt. 
c 
Thus doH(x,) = x,, d,H(x,) = z + dw = fg(x=), and dH(x,) = H(dx,,). 
The result now follows by induction. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Under the conditions of Proposition 2.3 it follows that fn: VA+ 
TB is an isomorphism. 
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Proof. Since fg = ids. and since d,. d,: B’ + B both induce isomorphisms H(B’)+ 
H(B), and Z-B’ + 7rB, we have that f*g, and fxg# are both isomorphisms. Hence g, is 
one-one. 
Also g*: Z-f(B) + H(A) is an isomorphism; and so, by Proposition 2.3, there exists 
h: A + B such that gh = id,. Thus g, is onto; and hence g,, and therefore, f+ too, is an 
isomorphism. 
83. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Throughout this section, T will denote a torus group acting on a connected 
topological space X. We shall assume the following conditions. 
(1) Either (A) X is compact (Hausdorff); or (B) X is paracompact, X has finite 
cohomological dimension with respect to sheaf cohomology over the rationals (that is 
cdo(X) < co), and T acts on X with finitely many connective isotropy subgroups (that 
is {TI” = identity component of T,lx E X} is finite). 
(2) dim&*(X; Q) is finite. 
(3) X is point-wise taut with respect to rational singular cohomology. That is 
li$ fi*( U; Q) = 0, for each point x E X, where U ranges over the neighborhoods of x. 
Remark 3.1. Condition (3) ensures that sheaf cohomology with constant rational 
coefficients, and rational singular cohomology, coincide on X, and also on X, = 
(X x E,)/T, where Er + BT is the universal principal T-bundle. 
For a comected topological space, Y, let Ju(Y) denote the minimal model for 
Y [2,5,9]. In [6], Halperin denotes the indecomposable quotient of Jt/u( Y), QJt( Y), by 
II$,( Y), and calls it the pseudo-dual rational homotopy of Y. Il*,( Y) is closely related 
to Homo(rr,(Y) @ Q, Q). For details of this relationship, see [2], Proposition 8.13, 
Lemma 10.1, Theorem 11.2, Lemma 11.8, Theorem 12.7, and Theorem 12.8. Suffice it 
to say, here, that if Y is nilpotent, with H*( Y; Q) of finite type, then II,“(Y) = 
Homo(r.(Y) @ Q, Q), for all n 2 2. 
Definition 3.2. If dimoI’I$(Y) is finite, set 
xr( Y) = i (- 1)” dimoII+“( Y). 
ll=l 
Thus, if Y is simply-connected, then 
xd Y) = n$2 (- 1)” dimo(r,(X) @ Q). 
(See [6] for some strong results on XP.) 
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.3. With the above conditions on X, suppose that the fixed point set, X’, 
is non-empty, and let F be a component of XT. Suppose that dim&(X) is finite, and 
suppose that F has the homotopy type of a paracompact space, which is pointwise 
taut with respect to rational singular cohomology. Then 
(1) (4 
go dimoIItk”(F) 5 so dim&p”(X), 
(b) F m dimoIIik(F) 5 k$, dim@?(X); and =I 
(2) XT(F) = XT(X). 
Remark 3.4. If X is a topological manifold, and if T acts locally smoothly[4, p. 
1711, then F is a topological submanifold; and any topological manifold (or CW- 
space) is point-wise taut, since it is locally contractible. In particular, Theorem 3.3 
applies well to smooth actions. 
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Before entering upon the proof of Theorem 3.3, we shall prove two lemmata. For a 
T-space X, the bundle map Xr + BT makes HRX) = H*(X,; Q) into a R-algebra, 
where R = H*(B,; Q). Localisation at (0) a.R yields an isomorphism H$(X)co,+ 
HT(XT)(0,[8]. The first lemma is an immediate consequence of the Fundamental Fixed 
Point Theorem of [8] (or Theorem 2.2 of [l]); but is so straightforward in the present 
context that we include its proof. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let X, T, and F be as in the statement of Theorem 3.3, and let ~$1 
FT+Xr be the inclusion map. Then there exists a non-nilpotent element of even 
degree x E HTIX),,, such that the locafisation of 4* 
WWh,[x-‘I+ WV’h,,M*W’l 
.is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Let X7 = F + F, + . . -+ FL as a disjoint union of connected components. 
Thus HiKX’) = HT(F) @ HT(F,) 0. . .@HHFk). Choose xEHKX)(oJ so that 
$‘*(x) = (l,O,. f ** 0) E mw)(0), where +*: HJYX)(,,,+ IYZHWX~)(~) is the above 
isomorphism induced by the inclusion (XT), + Xr. 
The second lemma will be used to convert Lemma 3.4 into rational homotopy 
theory. Let A be an augmented DZGA, and let x E H(A) be represented by a cycle 
u E A’, such that e(u) = 1. Let U be a &-graded free K-module generated by single 
elements v of degree zero, and )c’ of degree one. Extend the differential and 
augmentation to A @ S(U) by setting dv = 0, dw = au - 1, E(V) = 1, and E(W) = 0. 
LEMMA 3.5. With the above notation, there is a canonical isomorphism 
H(A)[x-‘I + H(A @ S(U)). 
Proof. For a cycle a in a DZGA, let (a) denote the homology class represented by 
a. We have a well-defined homomorphism 
4: H(A)[x-‘I+ H(A @ S(U)) 
given by 
(ao)+(a,)x-‘+~~~+(a,)x-“+(aO+alv+~~~+a.v”). 
Now consider a typical element 
y = ao+ alv + * * * + a,v” + (b,+ b,v +. . . + b,v”)w 
inA@S(U),withdega,=kanddegbi=k+1,modulo2,0~i~n. 
dy = 5 (da, - (- l)kb,_,u + (- l)kb,)vm + 
( 
2 db,v”)w. where b_, = 0. 
m=O m=O 
Thus, if y is a cycle, b, = b,_,u - (- l)kda,, for m 2 0; and so each 6, is a boundary. 
It follows that 
y=ao+a,v++..+a,v”+dfw, 
for some f E A @ S(U’). But dfw = d(fw) - (- l)kf( uv - 1). Hence there exist Ci E A, 
O~iln+l,su&that 
y=co+c,v+...+c,+,v”+‘+d(fw); 
and, since dy = 0, dCi = 0 for 0 5 i 5 n + 1. It follows that $J is onto. 
To show that 4 is one-one, suppose that 
zo+z,v+.. . + .z,v” = dy, 
for some y as above, where zi E A, 0 I i 5 n. Then 
z, = da,,, - (- l)kb,_,u + (- l)‘b, and db,=O, 
for 0 5 m I n. (We assume that z,, a,,,, b, are all zero for m > n.) Thus 
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(io) + (Z[)X-’ + . * * + (2,)X-= = (- l)kWJ + ((b,) - &,)x)x- + . . . + ((b,) - (b,-Jx)x-“} 
= (- l)‘(b,)x-” = 0, 
since 0 = z,+~ = - (- 1)‘b.u. So 4 is one-one. 
Remark 3.6. With A and U as above, the inclusion A + A @ S(U) induces an 
isomorphism rA+ vr(A @ S(U)). This follows, since, letting q: A @ S(U)+ 
Q(A @ S(U)) denote the quotient map, and letting d’ denote the induced differential 
in the free K-module Q(A @ S(U)), we have 
d’q(w)= q(dw)= q((u - l)(v - l)+(u - l)+(u- l))= q(u - l)+q(u - 1). 
Proof. of Theorem 3.3. Consider the fibre bundle X + XT+ BT. By a theorem of 
[7], proven independently by J.-C. Thomas (unpublished) and P.-P. Grivel (Th&se, 
UniversitC de Genkve, 1976), Ju(X,) is homotopy equivalent (in the sense of [9]) to 
R @I A(X), where R = H*(Br: Q), as above, and the differential on R o&(X) is 
such that the obvious maps R 3 R @ A(X) *JR(X) are differential algebra maps. (R 
with trivial differential is A(&).) Since X*# 0, R 4 I-IT(X) is injective[8], and it 
follows that ROM(X) is minimal. Thus R @A(X) is isomorphic to Jl(XT). Clearly 
A(&) = JU(BT @ F) = R @J%(F), with differential id @ d, where d is the differential on 
d(F). Augment R @ ,ti(F) by the obvious map E: R @A(F)+ R. We may represent the 
inclusion (b: &-XT. by a differential R-algebra morphism (Y: R @A(X)--, 
R @A(F), and augment R @A(X) by ~a. 
Let K = RCo, be the field of quotients of the rational polynomial ring R. Localising 
a and E at (0) a R, we obtain a morphism of augmented KSD2GA.s (over K), which 
we shall still denote by a: K@JII(X)+KO&(F). 
Set K @M(X) = A and K @J!(F) = B. Choose x as in Lemma 3.4, and let u E A 
be a cycle representing x. (By exactness of localisation H(K @A(X))= H+(X),,,.) 
Now form A @ S(U) as in Lemma 3.5, and form B @ S(U), with dw = CY(U)U - 1. 
Then Q! extends to an augmented KSDZGA morphism c: A @ S(U) + B @ S(U). 
By Lemmata 3.4 and 3.5, Cr *: H(AO S(U))+ H(B 0 S( Lr)) is an isomorphism. 
Hence by Corollary 2.4 and Remark 3.6, Q induces an isomorphism rA+ rrB. 
Finally we need only observe that 
QA = K @ rI,e’““(X) @ K @ I’Ipdd(X), 
and 
,rrB = QB = K @ IItieV’“(F) @ K @ rCdd(F). 
For an immediate application of Theorem 3.3, we shall consider the case where X 
has the same rational cohomology as a finite product of odd dimensional spheres. 
Besides products of odd dimensional spheres themselves, such X include the under- 
lying manifolds of compact connected Lie groups, Stiefel manifolds, and various 
other homogeneous spaces such as SLr(2n)/Sp(n). (Cf. [8]. Chap. VII.) 
COROLLARY 3.6. In addition to the conditions of Theorem 3.3 assume that 
H*(X; Q)' fj*(S%+' x . . . x S%+'; Q). Then A(F). the minimal model of F, is a 
rational exterior algebra on k generators of odd degree. 
Proof. Clearly A(X) = A(y,. . . ., yk), where deg yi = 2n; + 1. with trivial differen- 
tial. Thus by Theorem 3.3, 
dim II;“‘” (F) = dim II,e”“(X) = 0 
and 
dim lIpdd(F) = - x,,(F) = - x,,(X) = k. 
(A(F), however, need not have trivial differential. See [4]. p. 425, for an example 
where the differential on A(F) is non-zero.) 
We close with a generalization of Bredon’s inequalities[3]. We shall assume, in 
addition to the conditions of Theorem 3.3, that 8’(X) = {T,‘lx E X} is finite, even when 
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X is compact. Since 0”(X) is always finite for a torus action on a compact topological 
manifold or a finite simplicial complex, this restriction is not very severe. 
THEOREM 3.7. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.3, if 6’(X) = {T>lx E X} is finite, 
then, for all n 2 I, 
dimoIIti”(F) 5 2 dimoII;‘2’(X). 
k-0 
Proof. Since @O(X) is finite, we may find a subcircle SC T, such that S nTP, is 
finite. for all xEE XT. Thus Xs = XT. Hence we may confine our attention to an action of 
the circle, S, and we may set R = H*(B,; Q) = Q[t], with t of degree 2. 
Let u;,. . . .u’, cl.. . . , t’,, with deg (u;) = 2nt. deg (vk) = 2rk + 1, be a generating set 
for A(X). Let l q(U;) = yd”‘. where yk E Q. Set & = U;-- Yktnk E R @d!(X). Let b’f 
denote the free R-module generated by u,, . . ., u, v,, . . ., vx: thus M = 
ker (erp)/[ker (erp)12. Then cp: R @A(X)+ R @ At(F) induces a R-module homomor- 
phism 9: M + R @ QA(F). Furthermore, it follows from the proof of Theorem 3.3, 
that 1,4 localized at (0) 4R is an epimorphism. Hence, given any y E R @ QA(F), 
there exists an integer m B 0, such that t”y E Im 1+4. For such a non-zero y, we define 
the codegree of y, cod (y), by cod (y) = min {mlt”y E Im $}. 
Let V denote the Q-linear subspace lI#“(F) c QA(F)c R @ QA(F). It is clear 
that if y, y’ and y + y’ are all non-zero in R @ Q&(F), and if /? is non-zero in Q, then 
cod (py) = cod (y), and cod (y + y’) 5 max {cod (y), cod (y’)}. For m L 0, set 
C,,, = {y E Vly+ 0 and cod (y) I m} U(0). 
Then C, is a Q-linear subspace of V, and we have 
occocc,~~-~~c,~c,+,~~~~~c~= v. 
(Since V is finite dimensional, cod is bounded on V.) 
NOW suppose that y E V, y# 0, and cod(y) = m. Then there exist elements 
wo,. . ., w,, say, in the Q-linear space spanned by u,, . . ., u,, vI,. . ., us, such that 
$(wo+ tw, -k * . . + t”wp) = f”y. 
(deg wk = n + 2m - 2k, for 0 5 k 5 p). Clearly w. # 0, or else we would get cod (y) C m. 
Set a(y) = WO. by choice. Thus, with a slight abuse of notation, u is a function from 
V-(O) to 5 l-In+‘” (X). Next we shall prove the following statement, by induction. 
k=O 
There exists a basis {y,,. . ., y,} for V, such that {a(~,), . . .,a(~,)} is linearly 
independent. 
The statement is clear for Co, or the first non-zero Ci. Suppose that statement has 
been proven for C,,,, and let {y,, . . ., y,,,,} be a basis for C,,,, with {u(y,), . . ., a(~,,,,,,)) 
linearly independent. Choose a complementary subspace, so that C,,,+r = C, 0 D,,,+i, 
and let (2,. . . ., zq,,,,)} be a basis for D,,,+,. Clearly cod (y) = m + 1, for any non-zero 
y E 0fl+,. Hence {a(~,), . . ., a(~,~,,,~)} is linearly independent. Thus {u(y,), . . ., u(Y,w,J), 
u(z,), . . . . u(zq,,,)} is linearly independent, since deg (u(q)) = n + 2m + 2 > deg (u(y;)), 
for all i, j with 1 I i 5 p(m), and I ‘j I q(m). This proves the statement, and the 
statement proves the theorem. 
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